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Manned Down?
Engineering
Helicopter Show
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"Be a Part of the Puzzle Inside the Puzzle"

Don't Let the
Bed Bugs Bite
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

"Good night, sleep tight.
Don't let the bedbugs bite!"
While many children are
familiar with this catchy rhyme,
many do not know that bedbugs do
exist.... even on college campuses.
Recently, due to one student's
experience with bedbugs at Fairfield

B.K. Angeletti/Fairfield M&C

University, there was a rumor that
there was an outbreak in freshman
dorms Jogues Hall and Gonzaga
Hall; however, the director of Resi-

• OPINION:
Ml the Tricks Without the
Treats
P.8

dence Life said that in this isolated
case, the bedbugs were brought into
the dorms by an outside source
"We currently work with an
outside exterminating company
to address any and all concerns of
bedbugs," explained Charlie Sousa, associate director of Residence
Life. "To date there has been one
isolated issue of bedbugs on campus, so this is not an epidemic or
an outbreak."
Besides Sousa, no other
representatives from ResLife,
including Area Coordinators and
Resident Assistants, would com-

Contributed Photo

ment on this incident.
According to Sousa, Facilities
Management and ABM were involved in working with the student

inEBSiriO'*

affected in this case in exterminating the bedbugs. It was immediately addressed and is said to have

Get to Know the
Artists
P.10

only affected one room.
Because some students were
skeptical of bedbugs in their
rooms, ResLife said that they sent
exterminators to check each room
that filed a complaint. According
to Sousa, with the exception of
this one case, there have been no
Tom McKiver/The Mirror

As part of the Ignatian Heritage Week, a new statue of St. Ignatius was build in front of Egan Chapel. This
statue is of two identical images, made from the same cast, depicting St. Ignatius doing a spiritual reflection.
PUZZLEI

Contributed Photo

f>A§i 3

further discoveries of bedbugs.
The Fairfield student involved
asked to remain anonymous and
BED BUGS!

PAii 3

Can You Create a Masterpiece in 10 Minutes?
BY MARTIN O'SULLIVAN

began as a mess of color magically

OPINION EDITOR

took shape as a 6'x 5'portrait ofThe
Beatles'John Lennon.

It took Da Vinci almost four

SPORTS:
Instant Classic
P.20

years to complete the Mona Lisa.
For David Garibaldi, painting

passion holds unlimited poten-

than 10 minutes.

tial. He explained to the audience

Garibaldi, a performance painter,

the importance of pursuing one's

showed the speed of his ability on Oct.

dreams and how this pursuit can

24 at Fairfield University's Quick Center.

change the world, citing the philanthropic work of Facebook creator

he rapidly paints celebrity portraits in
rhythmic harmony with popular songs
With the help of an onstage DJ

INDEX

of his work, which is that a person's

a portrait double the size takes less

He performed his original stage act
entitled "Rhythm and HueJ'in which

Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror

In a mid-performance speech,
Garibaldi described the message

MarkZuckerberg.
"It's how we begin to use this
passion as a platform, when we apply
this purpose behind it that we see the

and drummer, the performance began with a remix of songs by The Beat-

world change,"said Garibaldi.

les. Within seconds, Garibaldi began

"Dream On" began playing as Garib-

chaotically stroking paint on his black

aldi started throwing paints and

Seconds later, Aerosmith's

canvas, throwing each brush before

brushes. After only seven minutes,

Opinion • Page 7

dunking another into a paint can.

the audience was looking at a

The Vine-Page 9
Coffee Break-Page 16

Within six minutes, one could
fully understand the meaning of

Sports • Page 20

the name "Rhythm and Hue." What

portrait of a man who changed the
world by saying that he had a dream
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Contributed Photo

One of David Garibaldi's many paintings, this depicts Albert Einstein.
MASTERPIECE!
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Photo 1: Yuri Sendzimir/The Mirror
Photos 2-5: Bob Winkler/Fairfield University
Marketing and Communications
Collage and captions by MikaelaTierney.

What You Missed This Week:
Clockwise from top left corner:
1: This weekend was Homecoming and Family Weekend on campus! The Taste of
Fairfield featured foods from a variety of local restaurants, giving visitors a chance to
experience cuisine from across Fairfield while staying on campus. The event was held
on the grass outside of the Barone
Campus Center and was one of a
series of events held to celebrate
the Weekend.
2-5: The Alpha Sigma Nu induction ceremony was held on Sunday, Oct. 23 in the Quick Center.
33 undergraduate students and 18
graduate students were inducted
into the Jesuit Honor Society.
Four honorary members were also
inducted, including John R. Miecznikowski (Photo 2), Wendy Kohli
(Photo 5), Cathleen M. Borgman
and Ellen M. Umansky.
Photo 3: President Jeffrey von
Arx, S.J. and undergraduate inductee Lydia Ross ' 12
Photo 4: Rev. Charles Allen, S.J.

Campus Club Spotlight: Fairfield Special Olympics
BY RICK O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

every Monday from 7:00-8:00 p.m.
in the Mezzanine.
With about 30 people attend-

When senior Bianca DeAngelo arrived at Fairfield University, she saw that there was
something missing. A volunteer and coach for the Special
Olympics since junior high/she

ing meetings on average, the group's
main goal is raising funds for the

The Penguin Plunge is an
event where volunteers call

to the AMF Circle Lanes in East Ha-

friends and the community for

ven, Connecticut for the Southwest
Bowling Qualifier hosted by the

donations to take a dip in the

Special Olympics of Connecticut.

Special Olympics of Connecti-

freezing winter waters of Long
Island Sound.

cut and increasing awareness on
campus.

ating a bake sale in the BCC this

peting for a chance to represent

week, which began Tuesday October 25th and will continue to

their hometown in a larger state

The club hosts and volunteers

The club has also been oper-

Special Olympics teams from
towns and cities across the Connecticut Southwest will be com-

noticed that there was no similar

at numerous events throughout
the year, including hosting a sign

Thursday the 27th. All proceeds

organization on campus.

language seminar on campus in

from the bake sale go to the Spe-

teering for the event can get in

November, and volunteering and
participating in the Penguin Plunge
in February.

cial Olympics of Connecticut.

touch with the club by emailing

In her sophomore year she
founded the Fairfield Special
Olympics club. The club meets

This weekend the Fairfield Special Olympics club will be heading

tournament.
People interested in volun-

Fairfieldspecialolympicsclub@
yahoo.com.

Olympics
Contributed Photo
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Manned Down?
Engineering Demonstration Impresses Some, Disappoints Others
Note about the engineering specifics from President of

BY ELIZABETH KOUBEK

Engineering Student Society

NEWS EDITOR

Neil Rodrigues'12:
After a few delays, the
Guardian Mini finally took off

"Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) have seen a tremendous

in flight over Lessing Field on

amount of public exposure

Saturday morning while being

during the last couple years. In

guided on the ground by a pilot

addition to making appearances

and remote control, unlike the

in Call of Duty: Modern Warfare

large unmanned helicopter the

and 24: Season 8, they have also

crowd was expecting.

become increasingly popular

As part of the Homecom-

for military purposes.The un-

ing weekend festivities, the

manned helicopter that was dis-

Engineering Student Society

played by American Unmanned

(ESS) teamed with American

Systems was a small-scale elec-

Unmanned Systems (AUS) to

tric version of their gas-powered

demonstrate what engineering
and science have made possible

helicopter-The Guardian.
According to the AUS website,

in today's society through the

the full scale Guardian can last for

Guardian Mini, an unmanned

up to 5 hours per mission, pow-

helicopter.
Lavelle Summerville '11

B.K. Angeletti/Fairfield University Marketing & Communications
The Guardian Mini taking off on its first flight around Fairfield University's Lessing Field this past Saturday.

who was ESS' President last year

ered by a 42 HP engine that can
achieve a maximum speed of 100
knots. Both The Guardian and its

said, "It was good, but it wasn't

function will be providing sur-

what I was expecting."The
event alluded to a self-flying

American Unmanned Systems,

said, "(I am) very grateful to have

veillance on missions that are too

especially Andrew Grandin '11,

a graduate from Fairfield."

dangerous for manned flight. The

for providing an opportunity

helicopter, and although it was

Guardian Mini took surveillance

for the Fairfield Community to

have a perfect start, the Guard-

stances that may be too dangerous

not manned, someone was still

video while in flight and then

experience this new technologi-

ian Mini completed two flights

for manned flight. —

in control of the flight.
The Guardian is AUS's gas
powered helicopter, which has
been developed along with the

Although the event did not

electric powered mini-version are
being developed for use in various
missions, especially in circum-

AUS transported the information

cal innovation first-hand," said

and showed people where

to a monitor and displayed it for

Neil Rodrigues '12,the current

technology is going. Ryan

progresses over the next several

the crowd to see.

ESS president.

Munden, the faculty advisor of

years, I would not be surprised

Fairfield's ESS was able to

When the presentation end-

As technological innovation

ESS, said, "I think we had an

if UAVs are used for everyday

mini version used on campus

team up with AUS through Fair-

ed, the crowd of about 80 people

excellent turn out with a lot of

surveillance - including college

over the weekend, for use in

field alumni Andrew Grandin

appeared pleased and intrigued

families and non-engineering

campuses such as Fairfield."

various missions and demonstra-

'11, who is currently working

by what they had just witnessed.

majors. It showed some cool

tions. The helicopter's primary

for AUS. "I would like to thank

AUS President Peter Muhlrad

things of what engineers do."

Be a Part of the Puzzle Inside the Puzzle
PuZZLEJ CONTINUED
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Banners. Lectures. A new

wanted to dedicate a week to cel-

An Isolated Incident on Campus

that St. Ignatius was on a journey.

ebrating St. Ignatius. After review-

His hands are clasped with specific

ing many ideas and conducting

detail, appearing very strong. By

interviews, the committee chose
the statue designed by two young

placing them behind his back, he is

artists from Brooklyn.

Don't Let the Bed Bugs Bite:

in a state of wonder, says Fitzpatrick.
The five aspects of "The

BED BUGS| CONTINUED

confirm that they are the cause of
the bites.

had no comment either.
Bedbugs are small, oval-

In addition to having an
exterminator chemically kill the

shaped bugs that feed off blood

bugs, there are treatments that can

Examen," the method of prayer

from humans and animals. They

be done to clean up infested areas.

universities is to try to enable

involving an examination of

27, Fairfield University is celebrat-

young people to start to look at

conscience of which this statue

can live in any furniture, but are
often found in beds.

bedbugs in college dorms. Ohio

statue?
From October 22 to October

"One of the challenges of

In 2008, USA Today discussed

ing Ignatian Heritage Week for

themselves and say'Who am I?

is based, are placed around the

the first time in years to honor St.

Whose am I? Who am I called to

bottom of the statue. These in-

Bedbugs are most active at
night and bite any exposed skin.

of Florida have both experienced

Ignatius and his contributions as

be?'," said Fitzpatrick.

clude thanksgiving, illumination,

The bites are usually painless and

outbreaks in recent years.

examination, contrition and hope.

appear as small, red bumps. They
may be itchy and swollen.

a Jesuit by dedicating a statue of

The statue is based on one of

him entitled "Examen".

the prayer components of spiri-

By placing the words around

"It's our essence as a Jesuit
Catholic school. It's what distin-

tual exercises.The statue is sup-

the image, onlookers should be

posed to have multiple meanings

guided in their reflection.

"I feel 100 percent
correct that it's the
most unique portrayal of St. Ignatius
at a Jesuit College."
-J|m Fitzpatrick

that it's the most unique portrayal

guishes us. We reflect for a reason.
We want to find out how we get the
better out of us," said Assistant Vice
President of Administration and
Student Affairs Jim Fitzpatrick.
The week began on Saturday
with the unveiling of the statue of
St. Ignatius, which replaced the
statue of St. Francis in front of

"I feel 100 percent correct

and lectures on Monday, Tuesday

fused with mosquito bites, bedbugs

The Complete Guide to Bedbugs

must be seen and identified to

and Their Control.

piece of art that speaks to who we
are," said Fitzpatrick.
The Media Center created
a DVD documenting the whole
process, Fitzpatrick explained,
statue and ending with the unveil-

and be open to interpretation.
"If you go out to the statue and

ing of it this past Saturday.
By dedicating a statue to
St. Ignatius, "the University as a

ferent topics involving St. Ignatius

on St. Ignatius by reflecting on the

whole is saying to the Jesuit com-

and the Society of Jesus.

statue, then you're reflecting on

munity, you matter greatly... even

him reflecting which allows you

though your numbers are not

an annual event. Why did the Uni-

to be part of a puzzle inside the

versity decide to celebrate Ignatian

puzzle," stated Fitzpatrick.

what they used to be,... you still
matter greatly to us. In a special

Parts of the statue represent

way, maybe this was our opportu-

year different from all the rest?

a deeper meaning of St. Igna-

nity to say thank you to the Jesuit

The process began about
18 months ago when Michael

tius. The two images are identi-

community," stated Fitzpatrick.

cal, made from the same cast.

Senior Rich Wolf commented

J. Doody, SJ and Gerald Blaszc-

on his interpretation of the statue.

zak, SJ. decided that a statue of

It depicts St. Ignatius looking
at himself but in a much more

St. Ignatius should be added to

reflective way than simply looking

think," said Wolf. "And in what-

campus. Because this event would

in a mirror.

ever context you do it in, thinking

be so powerful and influential to
the history of the University, they

blood," said Richard Cooper,
co-author of Bedbug Handbook:

... We now have a commissioned

you spend one minute... reflecting

week this year? What makes this

Because they are often con-

"The bug doesn't discriminate on social status. Blood's

of St. Ignatius at a Jesuit college.

and Thursday night address dif-

Ignatian Heritage Week is not

can spread.

Bedbugs are not a sign of
uncleanliness.

beginning with the ideas for the

Egan Chapel.
Masses on Saturday and Sunday were focused on St. Ignatius

Through the use of clothing,
luggage, or used furniture, bedbugs

State University and University

The feet of the statue are purposely large and powerful to show

"I think the statue makes you

and reflecting are at the core of
Ignatian spirituality."

Fairfield Website/Contributing Photo
This picture shows bed bugs on a bed where they 're often found.
'.•<Ss.<.
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Campus Crime Beat

Mirror Picks of
the Week!

Tuesday, 10/18
6:24 p.m.- A rock was thrown through a third-floor
bedroom window in Claver Hall as an act of criminal
mischief.*

7:20 p.m.- A former student and two students were
stopped by DPS outside 42 Bellermine Road for alcohol
possession. The odor of marijuana was apparent and
further investigation led to the discovery of narcotics.
The non-student was arrested on the
following charges: Alcohol possession
as a minor, Marijuana possession,
possession of a controlled substance
with 1,500 feet of a daycare and school,
and failure to keep prescription pills in
their proper container.

Friday, 10/21
12:59 p.m.- The slashing of two tires on
a student's Nissan was reported to have
occurred up to two nights prior.*
Saturday, 10/22
12:05 a.m.- Two Prep students were found
by a Fairfield U. area coordinator to be
walking with alcohol on Mahan Road. The
prep students were referred to the Fairfield
Prep Dean of Students' office.

Sunday, 10/23
1:19 a.m.- DPS assistance was
requested in an effort to diffuse a
situation in a townhouse. The residents
were, "unruly, uncooperative, and
disrespectful."

12:41 a.m.- More than 65 people were
estimated to be in attendance at a party
broken up by DPS at the Townhouses.
12:42 a.m.- A freshman in the area of the townhouses
who was incapable of standing as a result of alcohol
consumption was sent to St. Vincent's Hospital.

2:03 a.m.- An individual threw a rock through a DPS
vehicle window that was parked in the area of the
aforementioned disorderly conduct incident.

3:45 p.m.- It was reported that two days earlier a bush
had been ripped out of the ground outside Claver Hall and
was brought into the building.*

* If you have any information about this incident please
contact the Department ofPublic Safety.

V

Wednesday October 26Mirror meeting 7 p.m. in
the office in the LLBCC!

5:55 p.m.- A student was identified carrying boxes and a
bottle of wine in the Quick Center parking lot.

Thursday October 27Rev. Frank Clooney, S.J.
"An Ignation Sense of
God's Presence in Every
Religion" 7:30 p.m. Oak
Room
Friday October 28FUSA Concert at Alumni
Hall 8:00 p.m.
Saturday October 29Ghost and Ghouls Party
at the Levee 10 p.m.
Don't forget to wear your
costume!
Sunday October 306th Annual Business
Leader Communion
Breakfast at the Egan
Chapel 9:00 a.m.

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED?

Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

CORRECTIONS BOX

EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. Email
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

**PINKBERRY FAIRFIELD:
Help Wanted!
For information contact:
ctpinkberry@gmail.com

No corrections from the past issue.

See an error? email info@fairfieldmirror.com

i
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The Benefits of a Women's Studies Minor

Masterpiece
in 10 Minutes

BY OLIVIA SNODDY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While taking more questions from Professor Colleen

commented "I thoroughly

Arendt of communications and

was pleased with how they

enjoyed the presentation." She

students, the issue of feminism

spoke of how busy and chaotic
the workplace can be, as well

everything here at Fairfield,

arose.
Petitfrere, a professor of

Garibaldi started out as a graffiti

whether it's riding the Stag or

writing, commented on the

artist. After dropping out of high

picking up a Women's Studies

word and its negative connation

school, he realized his dream after

minor.

held by her students, saying its

move up" in one's company,

comparable to the phrase "oh

also allowed for great discus-

shit!" when spoken about.

sion.

MASTERPIECE] CONTINUED

Take full advantage of
Originally from Los Angeles,

as strategies of dealing with it.
Furthermore the addressing of the topic of "how to

watching performance painter

That was the advice from

Denny Dent's rendition of Jimi

four female alumnae, all with

Hendrix.
Since creating "Rhythm

Women's Studies minors, who

and Hue," Garibaldi has sold his

tive Fairfield experience last

paintings and donated a majority

night at the lecture "Women at

with a psychology degree, and

right job, and what to expect

of the proceeds to charities such

Work."They advised current

in the work place. Paul advised

Fairfield students to cherish

is now working for a human
resources company. Mayrhofer

the moments here and to have

'06, majored in English and

ing in your area and where you

fun while it lasts.
The women, Julia Petit-

now works as the technical

can see yourself working.

reflected upon their posi-

Contributed Photo

as the Special Olympics. With

Portrait of painter David Garibaldi.

over $700,000 donated, he will
soon reach his personal goal of
raising $1 million for charity.

'13.

The women offered advice

As for Paul, she believes it
is the new"f-word."
McCarney '07 graduated

to graduating seniors on interviewing, searching for the

looking at what is up and com-

McCarney said to ask

editor for Financial Account-

frere'95, Winnifred Paul '03,

ing Standards Board in Stam-

realistic questions in an

mostly of students and their families, seemed to enjoy the event.

Garibaldi began by ambiguously

Amy Mayrhofer'06, and Kris-

interview. Mayrhofer spoke

telling the audience to "pay at-

ten McCarney '07, told short

ford, CT.
Paul '03, graduated as

with great importance. "Know

Although the Quick Center was

tention." With a brush in each

vignettes of their lives after

only filled to roughly half capac-

hand, he started slapping paint

Fairfield. They spoke of the

a double major in English
and history and is now the

your resume" when it comes to
making a good impression in
the interview.

The audience, consisting

For the presentation's finale,

ity, the general consensus was a

on the canvas in synchronization

surprises they have found in

Complex Coordinator for the

positive one.
"I thought he was enchant-

with the drummer's seemingly

the workforce, such as not getting the perfect job right out of

Downcity Campus at Johnson
and Wales University. Petit-

dressed the issue of compet-

spontaneous cymbal crashes.

As females, they also ad-

college and how the Women's

frere '95, majored in English

ing women in the work place.

Southington.'The level of how

painting didn't seem to resemble

Studies minor has unexpect-

and is now a teacher of English

Mayrhofer mentioned there

art and music were mixed was so

anything, let alone anyone. With

edly helped them since gradu-

writing at a community col-

should not be competition and

a knowing smile, he turned the

ation.
For Paul, her positions in

lege.

"we need to bolster each other

Residence Life at Johnson and

the discussion board, but feels

the need to prove oneself as a

ing," said A.J. Ottavi, a resident of

much more than I expected it to

After seven minutes, the

canvas upside down, revealing a

be."
Others voiced similar senti-

portrait of Albert Einstein.

Corey Novak '13, enjoyed

up."
McCarney responded with

Wales University, dealing with

"a bit more anxious" about

you could tell who the paintings

his beliefs, his painting, and mu-

all-female floors and room-

graduating and work now. She

female. This happens through

were supposed to be. But the

sic into a cohesive performance,

mate conflicts, has put the

also said she will take their ad-

your listening and willingness

ments. "Even without the music,

Through the combination of

music definitely added so much

Garibaldi showed that no dream

minor to work. For McCarney,

vice and begin to cherish more

and whatever that may be that

to it," said Brianna Calvi-Rogers,

is too ridiculous to pursue - even

the minor has advanced her in

of the student and faculty rela-

"pushes you" to be your best,

visiting sister of Fairfield Univer-

if it's throwing paint on a canvas

the interviewing process, guid-

tionships here at Fairfield.

she said.

sity student Tyler Calvi-Rogers

to the beat of a song.

ing her with more confidence

Dr. Arendt, Assistant
Professor of Communication,

as a female.

XS(

fhe (rfauti T>o(yfiin
offers everything you
coufcfwant in ayizza
yiace and more, ^key
Have tkedosest thing
to tfew York Tizza in
Tairjiefcf.
ii

Fairfield Train Station
Northbound Side
FREE DELIVER

-THE MIRROR, BEST OF FAIRFIELD.
BEST PIZZA. DECEMBER 2000.
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The Jock, The Nerd, The Cheerleader and The Homeless
Survivors shared their stories and the problem with stereotypes
BY KATHRYN BUZBY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Living in rags. Battling hunger and poverty. Those are some
ways to define homelessness.
But Dennis Barton, Sophia
Worrell and Nazima AN would
argue that these words do not
define a homeless person.
"There is a story to that
lump of rags that you see sleeping on the street," said Barton,
"We want to humanize homelessness because we all know the
stereotypes."
Barton, Worrell and Ali were
once homeless, each for a different reason. Barton was a drug
addict and Worrell and Ali were
victims of domestic abuse. On
Oct. 19 in Fairfield University's
Egan Chapel, these survivors
shared their stories.
These are the stories that
you do not see on the face of
a homeless person, and these
are the stories that led them to
homelessness.
Ali's husband was an alcoholic and hit her whenever he j
had too much to drink.
"I thought/I can't have my
daughter grow up in an abusive
environment, then she will think
that it's ok for men to hit her',"
she said. That was the day that
Ali took her children, left and

started a new life with the help
of a homeless shelter.
Worrell had a similar story;
she could not escape the rage of
an abusive relationship.
"He promised me the
world," but instead all he gave
her were brutal beatings. One
day she was pushed too far,
forcing her to find the courage to

"When you look into
that person's face, remember that there is a
story behind it."
-Dennis Barton
leave the abusive relationship.
"I would rather live on the
street," said a bitter Worrell. But
she was not on the streets for
long before she found a homeless shelter that supported her
and helped her to get back onto
her feet again.
Barton shared a different
story:"I had a cocaine habit, and
it got the best of me."
This habit robbed Barton
of his family and his home. His
new home became a jail cell.
"My drug of choice told me that
it was okay."
After being released from

jail, Barton sought help for his
addiction.Through drug rehabilitation and help from mentors
at homeless shelters, Barton was
able to reclaim his life, noting, "I
no longer live on the streets."
His story, so different
from the typical suburban life,
shocked many of the Fairfield
students. But most found Barton
to be inspirational.
"There is no such thing as
too far gone," remarked Emma
Cannon '14.
Each story that was told
reveals a reason for why homelessness is still an issue within
America today. But by listening
to the stories of Barton, Worrell
and Ali, Fairfield students were
able to put a face to homelessness.
"Their stories showed a
different side to homelessness," said Nicole Shagoury'12.
"They told us about the different
reasons for homelessness and
that because of these reasons we
shouldn't stereotype."
Barton encouraged students
to avoid stereotyping, but he also
implored the Fairfield University
community to consider something else: the story that each life
tells.
"When you look into that
person's face, remember that
there is a story behind it," said
Barton.

Celebrating LGBTQ History Month
The Office of Student Diversity Programs would
like to recognize the following faculty and staff
that have gone through Safe Space training. Also,
we'd like to recognize all current resident assistants as they have also gone through the training.
For more information, please email safespace®
fairfield.edu

FUSA

COLUMNIST

One of the highlights of
our University is that we as
students are granted the ability to start our own clubs and
organizations.
If a student has an interest or passion that is not yet
represented, he or she can
propose a new club or organization revolving around that
interest.
COSO is the branch
behind this process. COSO
(Council of Student Organizations) is the branch of
FUSA that approves new
student organizations, and
allocates funds to all of the
various student organizations.
But although they typically only receive credit for their
role in club funding, COSO's
real purpose is to act as a
resource for you as students.
The council offers support
with respect to club development, such as helping clubs
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come up with strategies to
recruit members or strengthen
their constitutions.
They also offer marketing and publicity guidance,
training clubs in successful
marketing techniques so that
clubs'events may receive more
student attendance.
Courtney Onofrio, COSO's
Executive Chair, is quick to
stress, "We are not just about
funding. Everyone on COSO's
board is dedicated to helping
our clubs grow and develop,
whether that's with regards to
increasing club members or
throwing successful events...
We are here to help."
These members include
Danielle Young as Vice-Chair,
Anthony Padovano as the
Director of Finance, Jess Morcone as the Director of Club
Developmet, and Morgan
Lang as the Director of Marketing and Public Relations.
COSO hosts monthly
general assemblies, which are
open to the public. The next
one will be on Sunday, November 20th, at 6 p.m. in the
Mezzanine. COSO encourages all to attend!
As for general FUSA updates, this is an exciting weekend coming up! We hope to see
you all at Pimp Your Pumpkin
on Thursday and at the fall
concert on Friday night.
Have a safe, happy, and
exciting Halloween,
Your Fairfield University
Student Association
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Diversity? Hardly.

7

Meet the Parents, Hide the Food

Mikaela Tierney |Editor-in-Chief
GabriellaTutino |Executive Editor
Charlotte Adinolfi| Managing Editor
Martin 0'Sullivan|Opinion Editor
Diversity - It's a word
we hear constantly here
at Fairfield, but it only
seems to appear within
two contexts: ethnicity
and a lack thereof. If we
are going to limit the
definition of diversity to
these standards, are we
going to limit who it applies to?
Why do we define
diversity like this to begin
with? Read the school
website's statement titled
"Diversity at Fairfield," and
you can see the main focus
is ethnicity.
Granted, they briefly
mention factors such as
economic and religious
backgrounds. But read on
and you can see that the
only diversity information
supported by statistics is
regarding ethnicity.
(Actually, they also
cite different financial aid
numbers... but once again,
in the context of ethnicity.
That's a completely separate issue in itself.)
During the Martin
Luther King Convoca-

tion in 2005, President
Von Arx, SJ. said that
although cultural and
ethnic statistics should
not be the only diversity
standards, that "numbers do help move an
institution toward a critical mass - within the faculty, administration, and
student body. Only then
can the point of diversity
happen."
' With the recent addition of four new board
members to the University Board of Trustees,
we believe the University
should have applied their
definition of diversity to
their Board choices. We
acknowledge the fact that
these four new members,
were qualified for their
positions but if they are to
carry out the mission of the
University, that includes
representing the diversity
aspect of the University
mission as well.
To be blunt, the new
Board members are
all middle-aged white
males.... not that diverse.

The Mirror
welcornestne^opinionsand contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email at info@foirfieldrniiTor.corn or Box AA
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should contain correct and tactual information not exceeding 500 words,

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
Did you notice how much the food in Barone improved during Family Weekend, only to return to normal on Monday?
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

"Love's Labor's Lost"
BY ALEXA ZEPKA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

•"Thirteen Nights of Halloween" on ABC Family.

• The heat was finally
turned on in the old apartments! No more having to
wear sweatshirts to bed.

• Halloween is on a Monday... four nights of partying?

• Joss Whedon secretly
made a movie based on
"Much Ado About
Nothing."

• FUSA president Charlie Knights is injured.
• Selena Gomez and
Justin Bieber adopted
a dog... cue the Sarah
McLachlan commercial.
• George Lucas is rereleasing the original
"Star Wars" trilogy in
3-D... please stop
exploiting good movies.
• People who sit in the
aisle seat on the train
and block empty seats
• Limited street lights
between the Bellarmine
Lot and the Apartments
makes walking back
home sketchy...

of a student's level of comfort in
being openly and publicly homo-

It was all part of society that I
Have you ever looked behind
your shoulder to see two mem-

sexual, this number is very low.

was exposed to from a young age.
My school's literary magazine

Numbers provide only
further support to these claims.

bers of the same sex sharing a

hosted monthly coffee houses

For one, Fairfield was listed in the

kiss behind you in class? On

welcoming poetry readings and

bottom 20 gay-friendly schools in

other college campuses, homosexual couples publicly showing
affection is a normal occurrence.

music performances, dedicating many of these to the LGBTQ
community. Guests and perform-

the Princeton Review.
One of the unfortunate facts

ers showed up in clothes of the

about Fairfield is that the white,
conservative, preppy stereotype

pening at Fairfield are seemingly

opposite sex with pride rainbows

is sort of true. When there is

slim... and it's not like this is any

painted on their faces.

But the chances of this hap-

such low diversity, it is difficult

secret.
While preparing for my

Now, as I walk around cam-

to express who one truly is due

pus, I see guys and girls walking

to the fear of standing out. For

freshman year here at Fairfield, I

together, smiling and holding

decided to do some research to

hands. Whether or not they are

this reason, many homosexual
students would feel as if coming

uncover useful information, such

romantic couples, I am not sure.

out is not acceptable at a place

as student ratings of the school,
common stereotypes and general

My point is that I have never once

like Fairfield.

witnessed two members of the

I realize that Fairfield is not

facts that would be helpful to

same sex showing that level of

the same type of school as NYU

incoming frosh.

affection in public.

or Vassar, where the LGBTQ com-

Within a few seconds of

• Fall Concert this weekend!

holding hands in the hallways between classes on a regular basis.

Just yesterday, I visited the

munity is more prominent. The
fact that we are a Jesuit institution

skimming my search results, I

Fairfield University website

acquired a general idea of how

and explored the section titled

has a lot to do with the conserva-

Fairfield life would supposedly

"Programs and Services/The safe

tive ideologies present in many

be. I was slightly nervous after

space program supposedly "cre-

people, contributing to a less

reading the various pages claim-

ates a network of campus-based

open acceptance for homosexuals.

ing low student diversity, a pre-

allies to support and confirm

dominantly conservative student

the dignity and self worth of gay,

body and an unfriendly attitude

lesbian, bisexual, transgender,

towards homosexuals.

queer students and their allies."

Now that LGBTQ month is

But how many students are

Though a Jesuit institution
cannot possibly change its ageold educational tradition, start
distributing condoms or begin

coming to a close, I am inclined

actually aware of this group and

having fraternities and sororities,

to reflect on my high school ex-

how many truly partake in it? An

there is definitely more that can

perience, entirely different from

anonymous student who attends

be done to create a welcoming

the lifestyle here. My high school
was very diverse; I had seen

these meetings informed me

atmosphere for the homosexual

that roughly 10-15 members are

community here at Fairfield.

homosexual couples kissing and

regularly present. As a reflection

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLES:
"It's how we begin to use this passion as a
platform, when we apply this purpose behind it that we see the world change."
- Artist David Garibaldi
See "Can You Create a Masterpiece in 10 Minutes" pg. 5
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4.3 Million Reasons to Stop the Spending
of income. It is then compared to

get. Say you had saved $2,000 as

buying without having money,"

economic times, and now so is the

the amount of money Fairfield has

spending money for the semester.

said one student who wished

University."

to spend to keep the school run-

Would you overdraft your account

to remain anonymous. "Invest-

ning, namely paying professors,

by spending $2,500 on three years

ments for the future should start

that he "noticed that parking

sity is facing a $4.3 million dollar

making upgrades and maintaining

worth of school supplies as an

small, not with two new building

tickets and parking passes cost

budget gap for the current fiscal

the current state of the campus.

"investment" for the future?

in turn raising parking and lower

way more than in previous years,"

financial grants. The students

and thought knowing about the

and parents are suffering in these

budget gap helped explain this

BY MARY KATE MCCORMICK
STAFF

WRrrER

Although Fairfield Univer-

year, many students were unaware

This year, the University

of the school's financial trouble,

made $4.3 million less, incurring

some of whom did not even un-

a major deficit for the 2012 fiscal

derstand the phrase "budget gap."

year. It's like overdrawing on your

It is not clear whether the
widespread student ignorance
should be troubling, or if Fairfield

Students Respond

Senior Mike Whitley said

Knowing this information,

increase. This begs the question:

Fairfield students searched for

what other fees will be raised to

bank account, except with a multi-

how the budget crisis was impact-

correct the errors of the adminis-

million dollar overdraft fee.

ing their lives.

tration?

As a solution, Fr. Von Arx

"Fairfield should not have

is simply doing exactly as Dean

promised to "increase revenues,
or try to decrease [overall] ex-

built so many buildings because
doing so created a need for

What is it to you?

Pelligrino promised: making
changes to the school budget that

pense." The process will be slow,

people to fill that space," said

aware of the changes around of

barely impact student life.

but not impossible and hopefully

Caitlin Dydzuhn '12. "It messed

without much change to Univer-

up senior beach housing for many

both on campus and in what we
pay to the University.

brief summary of the University's
financial mishap, most students

sity life.

of my friends. I am happy that

formed a negative opinion and

Fairfield Spending

Regardless, when given a

criticized Fairfield for spending so

$4.3 million is a daunting

much money within this past year.

debt, and seeing all of the money

If students are provided with

that Fairfield has spent in the past

adequate information and a brief

year makes students wonder why

description of what a budget gap

their University is taking on huge

entails, students should feel obli-

projects without having the funds

gated to their own form opinions

to do so.

and decide whether or not they

Look around campus. In ad-

have been personally impacted

dition to the renovation of Dolan

by recent university spending.

Hall's interior, there are two com-

Budget Gaps

Cormick Road and 51 Mclnness

As students, we need to be

Keep an eye out for the

can commute to school because I

changes around campus, then

never would have wanted to live

decide whether or not you are

on campus as a senior."

feeling the pull of Fairfield's bud-

"Fairfield is turning into

get gap.

the rest of Americans -

pletely new buildings at 70 McNot all of us are finance

Road. And we all know about the

or accounting majors, making

red signs that label these build-

the phrase "budget gap" sound

ings along with every other

intimidating. But don't worry, the

structure on campus.

explanation is quite simple.

Off campus, Fairfield

In non-business terms,

purchased the former

Fairfield allots a certain amount

Borders bookstore - yet

of money for yearly University

another massive project for

spending. This amount is reached

a University that is already

by first calculating how much
money the university brings in

spending more than it can

through student tuition, various
grants and other smaller sources

afford.
Let's put it in terms of
a Fairfield student bud-

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror

All the Tricks Without the Treats
BY CHELSEA WHITTEMORE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As children, we shared the

are freezing, especially by the beach

before. That means Thursday, Fridays

college version of Halloween better.

bit of your own personality and

where all the Fairfield students

like Saturday, Sunday... and then

Costume parades weren't my thing."

people may think you are willing to

are headed. As for appearance,

Monday. Excessive? Perhaps.

I personally know I will see one

Senior Dan Dunn misses his

Janine Doherty said she has
seen enough over her four years at

do something you're not if you're
dressed inappropriately."

experience of filling pillowcases with

too many butts this weekend - not

favorite parts of Halloween as a kid

Fairfield to call Halloween in college

candy, dressing up in warm turtle-

something on my to-do list.

and agrees the holiday was better

over the top. She added, "I do miss

that faces these holiday changes.

as a child."Candy...we need more

the stuff when we are kids like trick

College freshmen all around the

more than enough excuses to drink

candy," Dunn said. "Trick-or-treat-

or treating or even just shaving

country are shocked by the trans-

without Halloween.They already

ing. We need that too."

cream fights."

formations of Halloween.

necks under our costumes, and trickor-treating til all hours of the night.
Even in high school, we kept

Finally, college students have

the tradition of having original and

use holidays such as Columbus Day

fun costumes, perhaps even trick-

and Presidents' Day as reasons to

or-treating after school.

Another senior voiced mixed

Junior Lex Ulloa says he

feelings. "I miss the copious

sees both sides. "Thoughts about
Halloween seem to be guided by

Fairfield isn't the only one

"Freshman year of college was
the first time I dressed in provocative clothing,"said Sara Kelly,

celebrate; Halloween doesn't need

amounts of candy, but I don't mind

to be reduced to such a level. With

the eye candy that has taken its

hormones." Ulloa added, "I person-

a junior at Rochester Institute of

college, we take away all of those

the holiday falling on a Monday, we

place,"said Mike Merriman 12'.

ally don't care for the sexiness. When

treats. And for what? Nothing more

will be focusing on the weekend

Technology, as she looked at a short
Sexy Goldilocks costume.

But by the time we reach

Cody Parker '14 said," I like the

you dress up, you also embody a

than a chance to dress in over-

"Halloween in college is just

priced fabric and an excuse to drink

too slutty and so many people wind

five nights in a row.

up throwing up," Alexa Squillaro
from New York University said. "It's

First of all, costumes are
ridiculously expensive, averaging

no good. Especially in New York

between $40-$60. For me, it is way

City, people go all out."

more exciting to run around to a

"I always loved trick or treat-

bunch of different stores in the

ing," Rachel Servino, a senior at

mall picking up different articles of
clothing to combine into the perfect

Catholic University said. "It's a
shame we don't have any programs

outfit.

around campus but I guess it's

Besides, most college students

because college kids are poor."

are broke anyway. They spent all of

Maybe the idea of getting older

weekend, and yet they still want

is really what is sucking the fun out
of this holiday. Nothing could be as

to spend large amounts of money

simple as running around asking

on costumes that they are going to

strangers for candy and getting

inevitably destroy. Half as much
fabric as the average sweater, yet

enough to last you till Christmas.
But strangely enough, Halloween

three times the price... and they still

just isn't fun anymore.

their parent's money on booze last

Halloween is the one night of

pay for it!
Secondly, girls use this holiday
as an excuse to wear no clothes. In

the year where you can become

regard to temperature, this makes

this false identity. Why would you

some else and convince others of

"ttle sense. By Oct. 31, the nights

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
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want to ruin that?

The Vine

Inside: Television Spotter
Time, anew
ABC show,
puts a spin on
the fairytales
we grew UD
. V'ClVi.i-xJ

o*

Fall Concert
is this
FridayYou goin'?
Check out
I what it's all
about.

The Vine
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Get to Know the Performers...

Music: Electro hip hop, hip
Representing: Los AngeleL
Rise to Fame: Just a little song called "Like a G6"
feat. Dev and the Cataracs. "Round Round," featured
in the film "The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift."
Cool fact: They're Asian. They've performed with
lav Z, Pitbull, New Bovz and more famous artists!

The Hood Internet
aka Aaron Brink and Steve lieide

Music: "Genre blending," experimental hip hop and
pop rap.
Representing: New York
Rise to Fame: "Bagels & Beats" and "Making Waves"
Cool fact: 21. Jewish. Bam — Instant awesomeness.
Formerly worked at Google. Committed to personally
answering messages from Facebook, Twitter and emails.
Facebook page gives away freebies.
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Halloween Guide for College Students
"iNkubus" Jl MiNd-^ard&r
Newly released horror film makes viewers face their demons... whether
they want to or not.
BY COURTNEY TODD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Contributed by Mary Larsen/ Woodhaven Production Company

'Inkubus," directed by Glenn Ciano, will premiere at Bridgeport's
Showcase Cinemas on Oct. 28. It wll also be featured in May's
Cannes Film Festival.

One night of mayhem, horror, celebration and en-'
tertainment for film directors, producers, actors and fans
alike is one way to describe horror
film festival, Rock and Shock.
- The event, which took place in
Rhode Island on Oct. 15, was especially significant for director Glenn
Ciano and his team of actors and
producers at Woodhaven Production Company.
Their new film, "Inkubus," was
featured at the event and turned
out to be a huge success. Ciano
called it a unique experience -with a packed house, energy in the
air and tons of horror film fans everywhere.
The team also produced two
horror films last year but "Inkubus" is the first feature film for
Ciano and his crew.
The film tells the story of a
late night crew of police officers
working the final shift at the police station, and when a demon
named Inkubus, played by Robert
Englund, enters things turn grue-

some. The unlucky officers are
then left to face the unfortunate
fate of participating in and witnessing Inkubus' slew of murder
and mayhem.
Englund,
who
famously
played Freddy Krueger in the
"Nightmare on Elm Street" film series, "has the ability to mind freak
you," said Ciano.
Ciano confesses horror is not
necessarily his favorite genre but
"is fun to make." "You get to work
with cool effects and camera angles, and we had a great cast," he
said.
When Ciano and Verdi found
the film through screenplay writer
Carl Dupre, they fell in love with it
and began collaborating on it with
Dupre.
"Inkubus" isn't your traditional horror movie either, said
actor Tom DeNucci. According to
DeNucci, the film is a throwback
to the more classic style of horror
films. The film is also heavily psychological but has also elements
of comedy.
"It was nice to see the audience laugh," said DeNucci.
The eye-catching tagline "everyone must face their demons,"

Ciano explained, means that we
all have something dark boiling
inside of us, and "Inkubus" brings
that to light. The film has a definite
focus on how people can be their
own worst nightmare and the main
source of their own problems.
The official release date for
the film is Oct. 28, just in time for
Halloween. Inkubus will play at
Bridgeport's Showcase Cinemas
and in other select theaters in 14
states nationwide.
Ciano said they thought it
would be fun to celebrate Halloween with the release of the film,
and that they are excited to bring
the movie out on Halloween.
The film will also be featured
at The Cannes Film Festival this
May. Ciano says the attention is
exciting, and that it-was important
to start the film at Rock and Shock,
but the real success will come from
the true horror fans.
"People who know horror
will make or break the success. It's
their movie now," said Ciano.
And as for the fate of the officers in the film?
"We'll see who comes out
alive," Ciano said.

Too Old % Trick or Tr&aZ? We, IbiNfc NO!
BY GABRII.I.I

A TUTINO

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

GHOST
Dressing up as a ghost is probably one of the simplest and cheapest costumes you can make. It's
also a good throwback costume to a
time when people dressed up to be
cute and creative.
To make:
•
Drape a large white sheet
over yourself.
•
If you want to keep the
sheet on, you can cinch it
with a white rope.
•
To allow for visibility, cut
out two holes for the eyes
Gabriella Tutino/ the Mirror

Students volunteered to model
their ghost, biker, Holly Golightly,
Greek God and Grim Reaper
Halloween costumes.

BIKER
What is good
about this costume is that it
keeps you warm during the
cool October nights, and
it's unisex if you switch out
a few clothes. A motorcycle and tattoos are not mandatory.
To make (for women):
•
Pair a white or black shirt
with a leather or fauxleather jacket.
•
Denim shorts with black
tights or black leggings
paired with boots complete the outfit.
•
Tie a bandana in your
hair.
To make (for men):
•
Pair a white or black shirt
with a leather or fauxleather jacket.
•
A leather or faux-leather
jacket
•
leans, preferably worn
and torn, paired with
dark boots complete the
outfit.

Audrey Hepburn's HOLLY
GOLIGHTLY from "Breakfast
At Tiffany's"
Another out of the closet costume. Most girls can pull this off
by grabbing that "little black dress"
from off the hanger and accessorizing. The majority of the accessories
can be found at either Party City or
Goodwill for less than $20 total
To make:
•
Pair a black cocktail dress
with black heels.
•
Pin hair up in a high bun,
and place a sparkly tiara
on your head.
•
Layer some pearl necklaces.
•
Add the black elbowlength gloves and cigarette holder.

GREEK GOD or GODGRIM REAPER
DESS. Toga anyone?
This
is another throwback cosGreek costumes are fairly
tume. Blending with the shadows,
easy. You just need to wrap a sheet
you'll be sure to scare some people.
around yourself in such a way that
If you want to be extra-creepy, buy
it doesn't fall off. The trick to maka plastic scythe.
ing this costume different from
your average toga is to accessorize.
To make:
To make:
•
If you have a big black
•
Wrap and pin a sheet
sheet, you can drape it,
around you in a togapin it and cut it to look
style.
like a hooded dress.
•
Place laurel leaves on
•
You can also dig up an
your head to give off an
old scream costume and
authentic ancient civiliremove the mask.
zation vibe.
•
Use a prop for your .deity. >- ^'V*'
t « i'0 9" » 1» •*.

■# • • <

Junior Special

When you join Garden Catering's
new loyalty program... Nugget Points!
Enroll in any participating Garden Catering
locationoronlineatgardencatering.net
2074 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06825
Store Hours: 8am-8:30pm Mon-Sat, 9am-8pm Sunday
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Fans Vote for Best DJ, The Results are In
BY EBE RODRIGUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ebe Rodriguez is the host of
NIGHTVISION FM, a live mix
ofEDM every Thursday at
9 p.m. on WVOF88.5FM.

Contributed Photo

David Guetta takes the number
one spot.

Contributed Photo

Listeners and fans voted Armin
Van Buuren to number three in
this year's DJ Mag Top 100.
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Every year, at the end of August, throughout the social
media spectrum, thousands of DJs request of their fans
to do only one thing: "Vote for me,
get me into the Top 100."
Since its inception, the DJ
Mag Top 100 has been the reference from which top promoters
and clubs choose which DJ will be
a part of their lineups.
But what separates DJ Mag's
list from the rest of those Top 100
charts?
It's simple; the DJ Mag Top 100
is a public vote. Voters enter the DJ
Mag website (they don't have to be
subscribers) and write their list of
who they thought were the top five
DJs of the year.
Their number one pick receives five points, their second
pick four points, and so on.
The results are then tabulated,
and the winner is revealed at the
DJ Mag Top 100 DJs party in midOctober.
Last Thursday marked the
first time the event happened
outside of England, as this year's
event took place at the Amsterdam
Dance Event in Holland.

The results of this year's votes
clearly demonstrate a shift in
popularity. The Top 10 is evenly
split between the DJs who play
"Trance/Progressive" and those
who play "House."
The results were somewhat
predictable (along with this year's
winner) because clearly House is
on the rise, especially in the American market.
The level of popularity that
House has achieved in America
these last two years is such that
you have probably heard of the
top three winners (even though
you might mispronounce their
names):
5. ABOVE & BEYOND
(Trance/Progressive): Probably
the greatest Trance group of all
time, Paavo Siljamaki, Jono Grant
and Tony McGuinness have secured a spot in the Top Five yet
again.
It's easy to understand why
with tracks such as "Alone Tonight," "Sun & Moon" and "Can't
Sleep." They've recendy released
their third album, which is "Group
Therapy."
4. DEADMAU5 (House): For
a second year now, producer Joel
Zimmerman has reached the Top
Five without ever playing a single
record.
Yes, that's right; Deadmau5 is
not a DJ in the traditional sense.

Coldplay's "Mylo Xyloto"
Challenges Fans
BY MARYKATE CALLAHAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The one thing that Coldplay fans had
anticipated almost as much as the
Oct. 24 release of the band's fifth album was an explanation to what "Mylo Xyloto" could mean.
There have been several theories circulating the musical blogosphere, although
the band has yet to provide an official answer. The reason there is such fascination
with this man-made word is that it is the
name of Coldplay's new album.
During a recent phone interview with
The New York Times music critic Ben Sisario, Coldplay's guitarist Johnny Buckland
reportedly justified the album's unusual
title by saving, "When you're on your fifth
album, you are going to be judged against
all your previous work and expectations. In
a small way, this is us trying to break free of
those expectations."
Despite the mystery that still surrounds the album's unusual name, the hype
behind the album itself far outweighs that
of its title.
Fans and critics alike have been waiting patiently for the album's release, tantalized by the bright and unexpected cover
art and only partially satiated by singles
such as "Every Teardrop Is a Waterfall" and
"Paradise."
In the days leading up to the album's
US release, iTunes leaked one song a day to
those who had pre-purchased the album in
order to stoke the burning anticipation that
was kindling in most fans.
"Mylo Xyloto" is reportedly a "concept

album," meaning that it is unified by one
underlying theme. I do not have a definitive answer as to what this all-encompassing theme is; however, I would describe the
overall tone of the album as whimsical and
charming — the playful tale of a romantic
love story.
The album's sound is characterized by
fast rhythms, syncopated beats and catchy
melodies, all of which compliment lighthearted lyrics like those found in "Every
Teardrop is a Waterfall;" T feel my heart
start beating to my favorite song.'
Even though this new style may immediately seem uncannily upbeat and very
"un-Coldplay," fans should be comforted
to know that the band still has the same
style.
They take their old sense of musicality
and even some of their old style, and create
a totally new hybrid by way of synthesizers
and a more prominent bass.
If you are a Coldplay fan, give the album a few listens before crafting your opinion. There is no getting around it — "Mylo
Xyloto" is a new and different sound for
Coldplay. This being said, it is by no means
a bad one.
"Mylo Xyloto" is a new take on an old
favorite — an original masterpiece constructed from new, synthetic material and
fragments of their past works.
But don't just take my word for it; I
encourage you to form your own opinion
on the album. Maybe in the process you'll
be the first to discover exactly what "Mylo
Xyloto" is supposed to mean.

He has never played music
from a turntable or a CDJ during
his live performances. Such is die
popularity of "the mau5" that he
didn't even campaign this year
and he still kept his spot.
If you haven't heard "Faxing
Berlin," "Ghosts'n'Stuff" or "SOFI
Needs a Ladder," you've been living under a rock for the past three
years.
3. TIESTO (Trance/Progressive): Tijs Verwest has been able to
stay on top for so long because he
constantly revamps his sound.
This year he changed things up
by moving into the middle ground
that is "Progressive House."
His first releases on his new
label Musical Freedom, his collaborations with Diplo ("C'Mon") and
Hardwell ("Zero 76"), and the start
of a new mix series with "Club Life
Vol. 1: Las Vegas" have kept him in
the Top 3 for one more year. His
latest track is "Maximal Crazy."
2. ARMIN VAN BUUREN
(Trance/Progressive): The 200710 winner (four times, more than
any DJ in history) has kept the
"Trance/Progressive" genre alive
for another year with the release of
his fourth album "Mirage" as well
as with his massive "Armin Only"
sets.
"A State of Trance" is still the
most listened electronic dance
music (EDM) show in the world.

attracting an average of 15 million
listeners worldwide every single
week. His latest track is "Stellar"
under his moniker: Gaia.
1. DAVID GUETTA (House):
Producing for Madonna, the Black
Eyed Peas and Flo-Rida; collaborating with Akon, Kid Cudi, Kelly
Rowland, LMFAO, Nicki Minaj,
Jennifer Hudson, Pitbull and Timbaland, David Guetta is responsible for the new wave that has
now saturated the American pop
market.
His latest album, "Nothing
But The Beat" has broken new
ground. The first disc is pop, while
the second disc is pure House and
has attracted new listeners to the
genre.
David Guetta has brought
House into the mainstream, and
after years of jumping in and out
of the Top 10, he has deservedly
taken the elusive top spot.
The rest of the Top 10:
10. Swedish House Mafia (House)
9. Markus Schulz (T/P)
8. Dash Berlin (T/P)
7. Afrojack (House)
6. Avicii (House)
For the full list
go to DJMAG.COM/TOP100.

UNIVERSITY

Career Corner
Employer Application Deadlines:
Moody's Investors Sendee
WTP Advisors
Bfoomb er§

Client Service Generaist
11/19/2011
Associate
f2ffi9J2B11
Financial Product Sales & An^yfes Program
(Japanese Speakers) h Tokyo
12/17i2D11

Bloomberg

Data Analyst
Tokyo-Japanese Speakers
Outside Saks- Account Executive CT

km Qffce Solutions

12/17/2011
12S0/2D11

Be syre to wsii Experience frequently far the k&st position announcements.
Visit httpJfiiirfieM.experience £om

Juniors!!!
Sip up at*e Career Plarmmg Center fortie Wrier Break Sfadert-AEumrt Career
Shadow Day. Applications due November 4.

Programs:
Peace Corps Normation Session
Wednesday, October 27
5fi0pjn.-83Dpm.

Kelley Center Presentation Am

"Alcohol inthe Workplace"
Thursday, October 27
8 M pJTI, - 7SB pm.
The Levee
Learn about appropriate behavior around alcohol *hen m Bork related situation.
"Major Decision"
Wednesday, November2 6fiDpjn.-8flQpin.
BCC Lwer Lobby
At years, all majors a elcome!! Meet alumni representing various majors and hear
about the ■ oik they are doing. They represent a variety of industries and job tmctions.
DROP IN HOURS....
Friday's 8DQ-12:00p.m. and 1:30-4:D0p.m.

Career Planning, Kelley Center
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+ Entertainment
This Week in
Entertainment History
BY JENNIFER FIORILLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

October 21, 1964: The film
"My Fair Lady" premiered.
In 1964, the film "My Fair
Lady," which was adapted from
the Broadway musical, opened
in theaters. Although actress
Julie Andrews played the lead
role of Eliza Doolittle in the onstage version, Audrey Hepburn
was chosen to star in the film.
Because Andrews was an
unknown face in the film industry, producers felt that Hepburn, a household name, was
the better choice to cast. Ironically, in the same year, Andrews
was cast in the award-winning
Walt Disney film "Mary Poppins" and became famous after
receiving the Academy Award
for Best Actress for her role.
Julie Andrews went on to
star as Maria Von Trapp in the
classic film "The Sound of Music," which solidified her place
as one of Hollywood's biggest
stars.
October 22, 1991: Television network ABC aired the
100th episode of "Full House."
In 1991, the hit sitcom "Full
House" reached a television
milestone when its 100th episode
entitled "The Legend of Ranger
Joe" aired as the sixth episode of
the show's fifth season.

"Full House," which starred
Bob Saget as father Danny Tanner, John Stamos as Uncle Jesse
Katsopolis and twins Mary Kate
and Ashley Olsen in the shared
role of Danny's youngest daughter Michelle, premiered in 1987
and ran for eight seasons until it
was cancelled in 1995.
Most of people would say
that they grew up watching
this family comedy, but what
may not be known is that after the show was cancelled, it
began running in syndication
and continues to do so today.
So chances are, when viewersheard Michelle Tanner utter the
famous words "You got it dude"
after 1995, it was actually a repeat episode, not the original.
October 25, 1986: Bon Jovi
album "Slippery When Wet"
reached the No. 1 spot on the
Billboard charts.
The song
"Livin' On a
Prayer" came to be a defining
hit for this award winning rock
group when it was included on
the band's 1986 chart-topping
album "Slippery When Wet."
According to the band, the
famous track almost did not
make the cut because of dissatisfaction on the part of the
group's namesake and lead
singer, Jon Bon Jovi.

Sink your teeth into this:
Peach Blueberry Crostata
BY MARGOT DA CUNHA
AND
ADRIANNA MONTANO
VINE COLUMNISTS

Desserts are weaknesses
of mine. When I was
younger, my parents
insisted on only having healthy
food in the house (well, my mom
did anyway) so they were never
big on desserts.
When I wanted something
sweet I would sneak around in
search of the hidden Halloween

candy or make something myself.
I used to make caramelized
sugar and let it harden so that
it was like candy relatively frequently -- which, as I look back,
was not such a smart move! It
might explain my many cavities ...
The other night after dinner I was on a mission to make
a delicious dessert. I had some
fresh ripe peaches so I grabbed
those and looked in the freezer
because I knew I had pie crust.

I needed something else—blueberries.
In the end it turned out even
better than I thought! It's easier
than it looks, I promise.

Ingredients:
1 rolled pie crust
2 cut peaches
1/3 cup blueberries
1/4 cup sugar .
1/8 cup of water
2 tablespoons of lemon juice
2 tablespoons of flour

Directions;
Leave the pie crust out while
you combine the filling so it can
defrost, or you can always make
fresh crust if you're up to it.
Set the oven to bake at 400°.
Combine the rest of the ingredients together in a bowl, using the
flour as a binding and a thickener.
When the crust is ready to be
handled and rolled out without
cracking, roll it out on a greased
baking sheet.
Put the filling in the center
and fold over the edges.
Paint some butter on top of
the crust so it can brown.
Bake for 20 to 30 minutes.
The filling will be thick and bub-

Adrianna Montano/The Mirror
A sampling of the great variety of prepared foods at Mrs. Greens.

Join us in celebration

of the NEW

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Now located at 1499 Post Rd.

ENJOY A WEEKEND FULL OF
ENTERTAINMENT, FOOD, GAMES,
PRIZES AND MORE!
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Fairfield

UNIVERSITY

Bookstore
1499 Post Rd. • www.fairfield.bkstr.com

+ Food Frenzy
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WHAT'S HAPPENING

"Once Upon a Time"
Cast a Spell on Viewers
BY ANNEMARIE VEIRA
STAFF WRITER

If someone told you that all of
the classic fairy tales and the beloved characters of those fairy
tales were real, what would you
think? You'd probably think that the
person is utterly out of their mind.
That's what Emma Swan (Jennifer Morrison) thought when
10-year-old Henry, who claims to
Emma that he's her biological son
whom she gave up for adoption,
tells her his story when he lands on
her doorstep.
Swan either has to kick the kid
out of her apartment, leaving him
to fend for himself, or she can bring
this kid home to his "mother."
Being a woman of morals, she
returns the boy home to the town of
Storybrooke, Maine.
After returning him home,
Emma gets into a car accident after
seeing a wolf in the road. Waking up
in jail, she is reluctantly enlisted by
Henry's mother; the mayor of Storybrooke to help find Henry who has
run away, again.
Heading to Henry's school,
Emma meets Mary Margaret
Blanchared, Henry's teacher. In
their conversations, Emma had
learned from Henry that she is the
daughter of Snow White (Ginnifer
Goodwin) who is in our world under the name of Mary Margaret and

Prince Charming (Josh Dallas) who
is in our world under the alias John
Doe, a comatose patient at the hospital.
At the beginning of the episode we start with the story of Snow
White and the seven dwarves. The
Prince brings her back to life after
she's been poisoned.
Their wedding is crashed by the
Evil Queen who threatens to oneday curse everyone by taking away
their happy endings.
Snow White becomes pregnant with what they think is a son,
but she is plagued by the idea of this
looming curse. To ensure that their
child is going to have a future she
begs her husband to see Rumpelstiltskin (Robert Carlyle) who can
foresee the future.
Rumpelstiltskin informs Snow
White on what to do to save everyone from the curse.
Despite following his advice,
the plan hits a few obstacles along
the way causing an undesirable
outcome. The Evil Queen casts her
spell to send all of the people in the
land to a place where happy-endings don't exist.
That place where happy-endings don't exist just so happens to
be our world.
Once Upon a Time is an interesting take on the fairy tales themselves because they do indeed follow much of the original canons
with modern twists. The overall feel

of the show, from the way that it's
shot to its cuts as well as weaving
the modern world with the fairy tale
is amazing.
Usually shows that bounce
back and forth never seem to have
a good flow to them but with this
show, that is not the case.
The format is much like a
book giving thorough explanationthroughout the show.
Casting and acting ability were
impressive. An interesting twist is
that Henry is revealing much of this
truth to Emma.
Something I enjoyed was seeing the chemistry between the two
characters of Henry and Emma.
In the scenes that do take place
in the fairytale land, they aren't portraying a stereotypical expectation
of these characters. Instead,these
fairy tale characters as well as their
modern day counterparts really
have meat to their lines, deliveries
and the relationships they establish
with each other.
Snow White in this reincarnation
hardly seems like a damsel in distress,
especially when she pulls a sword on
the Queen, in her wedding dress.
With "Once Upon a Time" having the highest ratings of any new
premiere show this season, at 12.8
million viewers, it will be interesting
to see how the plot unfolds over the
next couple of episodes.
Catch "Once Upon a Time" on
Sunday's at 8pm on ABC.

"Once Upon A Mattress"
Oct. 26-29 @ 8p.m. & Oct. 29 & 30 @ 2p.m.

Theatre Fairfield presents this classic musical comedy, which is
a retelling of the famous fairy-tale, "The Princess and the Pea."
Tickets are $12 for general admission, $6 for University faculty
and staff, and $5 for students.

Six 13: A Night of Pop-Rock
Jewish a capeHa
Oct. 26 @ 8p.m.
(§£EfisSk@HIflES
The Bensonians, Fairfield male singing group, will open for Sixl3,
a popular Jewish a cappella group. The event is free and open to
public. It will be part of Daniel Pearl Music Day, an international
network of concerts using the power of music to reaffirm acommitment to greater inclusiveness and humanity.

Halloween Wars
Oct. 27 at 6:30 p.m.

Sign up and bring a friend to participate in Halloween Wars and
get in the Halloween spirit. You will compete against friends
and other students by carving pumpkins, building haunted
houses but of food, creating costumes and more to see who
is the best! Sign up in BCC 100 with Chrystie Cruz or send an
email: fairfieldumoja@gmail.com

Spencers Theater Of Illusion
Oct. 30 @ 3 p.m.

Don't miss out on this magical event presented by a husbandwife duo that can penetrate through walls and levitate with
world-class charisma and style. The Spencers combine drama,
comedy, romance and suspense with intricate stage illusions.
There will also be a costume contest & treats! Tickets are $35,
$30, and $25. Children under 12 are $15.

4*

pink berry
FREE DELIVERY!
Swirly Goodness to Fairfield HI,
203.292.9364
$15 min.
VBWMCVAm^Di«W« Only - N* CASH - Cbngmi « IMMCOTIJKX n»t Valhl for D*B* *xy

i
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STAG SFE CIAL
MCW - FRI GOOD UNTIL 11/11/11
BUY 1 MEDIUM - GET 1 FREE
IN STORE PURCHASE ONLY 1512 POST ROAD
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Send your thoughts to
info@fairfieldmirror.com.
fairfieldmirror.com

Editor Gabriella Tutino» info@fairfieldmirror.com

His iPhone / Her BlcukBerry
Mid-Semester SicbeSS

Joe McConville
One of the worst things a student can experience is being sick at school while away from
home. As a pessimistic germaphobe, nothing
compares to the feeling of utter hopelessness
as one fights off a cold they have had for three
months and has spread to everyone and their
mothers. If someone you live with is sick, odds
are in the next two weeks you will be too.
The minute one of my suitemates gets sick I
know the end is near for me. My immune system is much like France: the minute an enemy
appears it quickly gives up hope and realizes
that fighting off this germy foe is useless and
promptly surrenders. Orange juice and vitamin
C are consumed as if intravenously fed directly
into my blood stream. Someone looking to
make money should just wait till someone in my
suite gets sick and then invest heavily in whatever company makes hand sanitizer and orange
juice.They'll easily make a fortune.
If I had my way and it was not considered illegal, I would carry around flu shots to distribute
to everyone. Just jab them in the arm at random
intervals. Hell, instead of Sodexo allegedly putting laxatives in the Barone food they should just
douse the stuff in every vaccine known to man
and top it off with a nice shot of orange juice.
Fairfield students would have the strongest immune systems ever.
As I lay here, slowly dying in dark corners of
Club DiMenna, I ponder why the University
decided to make the Health center the farthest
building on campus. I have to walk a mile to get

to the health center and I'd considering killing a
man for a bowl of chicken noodle soup.
For those of you who have survived the
journey that I imagine even Bear Grylls would
struggle with, no doubt you've experienced
the helpful atmosphere of the Health Center.
The nurses and doctors there are the nicest
people ever, and for once I'm not speaking with
sarcasm. One of my favorite questions of theirs
is asked after getting a prescription or some kind
of test done. They always ask"Do you want to
pay cash or just put it on your tuition bill?"l always laugh at this in between fits of coughing up
blood and reply"What's five more dollars when
I'm paying 55 grand to go here?"
Don't even bother calling Public Safety for a
ride either, most of the time they'll just laugh,
at you unless you're dying of the bubonic
plague or have had too much to drink. Walking
pneumonia? Forget it you're on your own with
that one, it's called 'walking'pneumonia for a
reason. One of your girlfriends had a few too
many? We'll send eight squad cars over to help
out with that 90 pound mess. Priorities people,
priorities.
As flu season approaches, prepare yourselves
fellow stags. Get a flu shot, wash your hands,
and watch who you kiss for God's sake. With
this I raise a toast of Nyquil to your continued
good health!
-Sent from my iPhone

I

Get your tissues and Nyquil ready! Fairfield
is close to experiencing cold and flu season.
Who's excited?
Not me. I don't have much to be worried
about though. I'm one of those kids that never
gets sick. I could hang out in a room with ten
kids that have strep throat and probably not get
it at all. Weird right?
I'm aware that I can't blame someone for
being sick, but for god's sake, please stop wiping your nose on the sleeve of your sweatshirt.
I hate being around sick people. Don't cough
into your hands and ask me for a pen. I literally
dread flu season, just because I have to listen to
sniffling people during my classes. So gross.
One thing I really don't understand is the
Fairfield Health Center. I mean, it's a little out
of the way.. .don't you think if someone has the
flu, they're not going to be able to trek all the
way to the edge of campus through the snow?
Sure, you can call someone from the Health
Center to come pick you up, but who wants to
look like a lazy bum to the student drivers?
I know Fairfield had the Flu Shot clinic for
all students, but do we really think that 100%
of our school got the shot? I don't think so.
There's still the world outside of Fairfield that
can contaminate our perfect, little college
universe.
Unfortunately, I've already seen the start of
the sickness trend. Poor iPhone Guy was just
sick this past weekend. And seriously, being
sick on the weekends is like taking candy

Megan Forbes
from a child. The weekend is the reward that
students get for doing homework and going to
classes all week. But, when you're sick, it's all
work and no reward. It sucks that you have to
watch all of your friends pregame before the
townhouses and beach. It sucks even more because these said friends are probably in YOUR
room, making a mess of YOUR desk, eating
YOUR food, when all you want to do is sleep...
which is something so valuable and rare for the
average college kid's weekend.
But let's face it- college is a breeding ground
for germs. You hug your friends, you kiss your
boyfriend or girlfriend, you touch the railings on the stairs, you share books with your
classmates, and you use the computers at the
library. It's not possible to stop these daily
interactions.This doesn't even begin to talk
about living with a sick roommate.
Inevitably, if your roommate is sick, you'll
get sick within the next few days, and soon
enough, all your friends are dropping like
flies. A cough and sneeze is all it takes for your
roommate to transfer their flu right into your
body. But what are you going to do? Ask him
or her to wear a mask around the room? Put
them in a bubble? It'd be nice to be able to do
that, but logically, it's not possible. We gotta
work with what we got. All you can do is pray
for the best, and overload on Vitamin C and
Robitussin.
-Sent from my BlackBerry

1 N;p. Be G>os;A«r*te,
Ot The o4k«r
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MmGregg Pizzi/The Mirror
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For
Wednesday- No games.

Fairfield Basketball Update-The men's
basketball team was ranked #2 in the preseason MAAC rankings while the women's team holds a #3 ranking going into
the upcoming season.

Thursday - No games.
Friday- Women's Cross Country competes at the MAAC
Championships.
Saturday - Field Hockey vs. Boston University at 2 p.m.

Volleyball-The Fairfield volleyball team
was able to rally against Canisius and
earned a 3-2 set victory. Freshman Caitlin
Stapleton provided a 17-kill performance
as the team improved to 10-2 in MAAC
play.

Sunday - Men's Soccer vs. Saint Peter's.
Monday - No games.
Tuesday- No games.

Women's Tennis- Sophmore Monica Yajima performed well for the Stags at the
ITA Regional hosted by Yale University by
going 4-2 overall. Yajima and Sharissa Ryan
also had a strong showing in doubles play
reaching the round of 16.

BY THE NUMBERS

2

Field Hockey-The Stags captured their
first conference win of the season by beating Vermont 2-1. Marit Westenberg and
Felicitas Heinen, who earned America East
Rooke of the Week, were the goalscorers for
the team.

^IP

3

Both Derek
Needham and
Ryan Olander
were selected
to be on the
Pre-Season AllMAAC teams.

8

Three Fairfield
The men's
soccer players,
soccer team is on
Micheal O'Keefe,
an eight-game
Kelly Boudreau,
unbeaten streak
and Ashley Small,
going into its
earned weekly
next match.
MAAC honors.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

New Sports Blog

"We play to win every game and if we do
that, we're going to be in the tournament."

Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfieldmirror.com

-said coach Jim O'Brien after his team won a decisive
4-0 game over Rider this past Sunday. Women's soccer ends its
season with two away matches against Canisius and Niagara.

L SPORTS 3x5
Because they like to
talk... Sports.

Thoughts on another
classic Alumni Weekend
at Fairfield?

Pre-season MAAC basketball rankings recently
came out.Thoughts?

What stood out the most
at the Fairfield Basketball Red-White
scrimmage?

HH1
ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

•

••

IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER

■■

Your 2011 -2012 3x5 Columnists
Eric Bernsen, Ivey Speight
and John Tessitore.

What's the Halloween
costume going to be?

Biggest legend out of
the star-studded sidleine reporters?

§§§i|§§HBH

Great: times
t
at the
beach...sorry to a certain
contributing writer huhu.
Gotta give a shout out to
Mike Bona who had an
epic visit.

Number
jer 2 for the Men's
team and Number 3 for
the women? Doesn't
matter to me, I'll take two
number one ranked teams
at the end of the season.

Sanders looked like a
beast, D. Wade with some
elite passes, Olander
showing off the post
moves. All of the above.
#41 = LEGEND.

Going with the master
chef costume. The chef's
special of the night:
spaghetti with meatballs.,
and extra vodka sauce.

Ordway with the swagg
out Under Armour
sweatshirt and earpiece
headphones has to be my
choice.

HUHUHU The Bernsen
leaving me at the beach
both nights forcing me to
find random trips home.
No MO of that!

1 don't know why
everyone's in love with
the Golden Glover, but
Rakim the Dream should
be on the first team!

Great performances
from everyone up and
down the roster. Great
to see everyone play.
#41 LEGEND!

Tittle bit of Luck."
Gonna go up to all
the girls and say "All
you need is me, a
little bit of luck!"

All 5 sideline reporters
were absolute legends.
They all took the Right
way starting with Ordway!

B
■—
JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EOIOR

wpmmmm

Legends got rowdy,
Surping on the beach,
pwning at the grape. I
wish Number 5 from
Western Kentucky
coulda been there.
NCAA LEGEND.

It's tough, Rider should be
three. 1 believe Fairfield
should be on top, but hey,
now we got something to
prove, just like the 2002
Wyoming Cowboys.

flflH HUH

Everyone looked great,
brought me back to the
2006 NCAA tournament, when the legend
from Northwestern State
PWND Iowa at the buzzer!

MHHMJ ■■■H ■■■Mi
Dressin up as the legend
from Northern Iowa with
the Mutton Chops, 2010
Sweet 16!

HNS

All of them did great..
Hoping to get Andy Sorrenstine to hit it FROM
THE SIDELINE.

mSmSmm. RmnwHHBBVBH HHRHBHi
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Women's Soccer Wins for Seniors, Sparks PlayofFHopes
BY JENNIFER CALHOUN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The last regular season home game always means
one thing: Senior Day.
For the Fairfield University Women's Soccer team,
it was a chance to honor a truly impressive senior class.
And that is just what they did.
The Stags (5-6-5 overall, 3-2-2 in conference) defeated MAAC conference rival Rider University (9-5-4
overall, 2-3-2 in conference) in style with a 4-0 thrashing
at Lessing Field on Sunday afternoon.
Sophomore Carly Beyar opened the scoring 3:42 into
the game with a beautiful shot from outside the penalty
area. The ball went sailing into the top left corner well out
of Rider's Danielle Singson's reach.
The lead increased to 2 when Ashley Small broke
into the box and was cutting laterally across the goal line.
A Rider defender took her down, allowing Nikki Stanton
to step up and put a penalty kick calmly into the right
side of the net.
Small got her chance to put her name into the
scorebook with 2:00 to play in the first half.Torey Camporini expertly placed the ball ahead of a Rider defender,
and Small ran onto it, leaving her one-on-one with the
keeper.
A simple chip over Singson's head was all it took to
Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror
The women's soccer team gathers around as they celebrate senior day with an impressive 4-0 victory over Rider this past Sunday.
increase the score 3-0. Small's effort was rewarded as she
earned her first MAAC Rookie of the Week award.
impressive offensive day, it was also inspiring to see the
A loss could have been detrimental to their playoff
The game was finally put out of Rider's reach with
whole team come together for their seniors.
hopes. In fact, with Rider's loss, they are essentially out
17:17 left to play when Elise Hemmer chipped the ball into
The class of 2012 consists of: Spenser Allaway, Kelly
of the playoff hunt, a fate that could easily have been
the penalty area. After it bounced around in the area for a
Boudreati (who won the MAAC Defensive Player of the
Fairfield.
while, Spenser Allaway placed the ball into the back of the
Week award), Jasmin Corniel, Alanna Locast, Bri Miller
However, with the senior class in mind, the Stags
net.
and Jackie Taylor. Together, this senior class has 37 wins,
went out on the field and assured that their destiny is in
Going into the game with Rider, Fairfield was in
including a MAAC tournament crown in 2008.
their own hands.
somewhat of an offensive slump. In the past 15 games, the
In Coach O'Brien's opinion, "They're a great group,
The Stags close out the regular season with two away
Stags had only amassed 9 goals.The offensive explosion
I've enjoyed working with them. The only thing I'm gomatches at Canisius and Niagara, with the fate of the
by the Stags was a long time coming for Coach O'Brien.
ing to enjoy more is capping their careers with a MAAC
MAAC Tournament coming down to these last contests.
"We knew that eventually they were going to come
championship."
When O'Brien was asked about the last stretch of the
through for us and score some goals.... it was great to see,"
The game was a must win as it was, as a playoff berth
scheduele, he replied with confidence:"We play to win
said O'Brien.
is on the line. The top four teams in the MAAC go on to the
every game. ..and if we do that, we're going to be in the
While it was great to see the Stags have such an
tournament and the field is wide open.
tournament."
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Rugby Takes Down Top 25 Team

s-

Red Ruggers Defeat 24th Ranked William Patterson

Dan Leitao/Fairfield Rugby

Above: Senior Matt Watanabe with some.help of a teammate takes down a William Patterson in what was a intense, physical game. Bottom Right: Chris Morrone evades a diving defender as he moves the ball.

Head coach Matt Barnett was

BY THOMAS SHEA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

very appreciative of the effort his
players gave during the game. "We

The hard-fought win by the

fought hard and it feels good to win

Fairfield men's rugby team on Sunday

a game like this, in this manner," he

could be summarized in two words:

said.

"Well deserved."
Those are the words head coach
Matt Barnett used to describe how
his team fought back and scrapped to

Coach Barnett attributed a lot
of the team's success this week to the
leadership of the captains.
"They [the captains] deserve a lot

earn its 27-24 victory over conference

of credit. They had the guys out here

leader William Paterson at home.

[practicing] a few times during the

Fairfield, playing behind the sup-

week when I couldn't be here, so a lot

port of the alumni and family mem-

of it is thanks to the hard work put in

bers who visited over the weekend,

during the week."

fell behind early as they allowed Wil-

Senior captain Gareth McLough-

liam Paterson to convert a try early in

lin spoke about the match and how it

the match, and appeared to be getting

will motivate the team as the playoffs

outplayed by a William Paterson team

approach.

who was coming off five straight wins
of their own.

"WPU definitely brought out the
best in us.They were a tough team

The Red Ruggers broke through

that resorted to some dirty play, but

late in the first half, as they converted

we were able to keep our heads and

a try on their last play, and went into

come out as the victors," McLoughlin

halftime with a little momentum,

added. "It gave us the confidence we

trailing by a score of 12-8.
The second half was a back and
forth affair, as both teams scored
try-for-try, with neither team gaining

need to go into the playoffs next week
and play our best rugby all season."
The win for Fairfield puts them at
3-1 at home this season, and in third

a significant lead for any amount of

place for the division with opponent

time.
Fairfield continued their good

William Peterson dropping from first
to fourth.

play throughout the second half,

The win also allows Fairfield

and capitalized on some Pioneers'

the opportunity to avenge an earlier

mistakes, including a yellow card and
sloppy play, which lead to a try in the

season loss to Marist, who defeated
the Red Ruggers 8-5 on September 25

corner for Fairfield.

at Fairfield's Lt. Hans Grauert Field.

The game was in doubt until

.

Fairfield will be heading into

the very end when Fairfield had a

this weekend's playoff match against

monumental goal line stand to hold

Vassar with supreme confidence and

off the relentless William Peterson

should be determined as ever to con-

attack, cementing the 27-24 upset for

tinue their success this season.

the home team.
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New and improved sports blog.
Online only coverage.
Week of October 26, 2011
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Sports Editor: Eric Bernsen»info@fairfieldmirror.com
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Instant Classic

Men's Soccer Defeats 19th Ranked Iona

Photo Screenshot Above:Alex Gonzalez/The Mirror Bottom Right: Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror

Above: The men's soccer team celebrates their epic overtime victory against Iona this past Saturday. Bottom: Adam Cowen controls the ball against the Gaels. Fairfield's next match is against Manhatten.

BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

fellow England native Daniel Shaw dancing around with
his bluepinnie.
"Everyone is just good friends with each other, we're

It's hard to find only one word that will completely de-

all family," he said. "And you can tell we are really going to

fine the 2011 Fairfield University Men's Soccer team. 'Exciting', 'thrilling' and 'dramatic' don't give this squad the justice

go far this year."

that they deserve. How about 'winning'?

hero in the fairy tale that has been the 2011 season. The

The Stags cemented their first-place hold in the MAAC
as they upset the 19th best team in the country, the Iona
Gaels, in a 1-0 overtime instant classic on Lessing Field.
"Absolutely brilliant. Everyone came out to play and we
really showed we can play with anybody in the nation,"said
Stags goalkeeper Michael O'Keeffe.
After starting the season 0-4 culminating in a 4-1 drub-

Clements was the latest Stag to play the varied role of
forward touched net in the 95th minute to give the Fairfield the hard-fought victory. Dramatic games have not
been uncommon for this squad, as Fairfield has either tied
or won a game in the final minutes four times this season.
"It's the character of the group. Everyone wants to
just win so much. Everyone puts their heart and soul into
it and at the end of the day, we want it more than every-

bing by Stony Brook, any team could feel frustrated or de-

body else," said Clements.

jected. But that would go against the very core of this group.

Head Coach Carl Rees had the makeup of the team in
mind when he was building this particular bunch.

"We've learned a few things along the way so we want
to maintain our attention to detail, our commitment to the

"We put a focus on the character of the kids that we

cause and of course our never say die attitude has been

bring in here and we try to help them grow as people

unbelievable," said Head Coach Carl Rees.

through the game of soccer through the platform that the

This never-give-up motto has been followed by a zany
and inseparable collection of distinct lads from all around

university gives us," said Rees.
And this rare brand of a close-knit community seems

the world that together create this unique and memorable

to be working. They are the only unbeaten MAAC team in

team personality.

conference play and hold a two game lead in the MAAC

"[We're] so close, mate,"said the New Zealand product
Michael O'Keeffe. "Our character is top notch at the moment."
The chemistry became even more evident after the

with two matches left. The last time the Men's Soccer team
won a regular season championship was in 2006 and they
NCAA tournament.
Breaking down all of the drama, storylines, and cama-

individuals laughing, joking around and sprinting to form a

raderie of the 2011 season and trying to find one word to

mass frenzied ecstatic jumble near the surprisingly electric

correctly describe this team can be difficult.

"From the first day of pre-season all the boys have come

But Carl Rees might have found just the right word,

in [and] clicked. The atmosphere in the dressing room is just

"It's already a special team. A championship team, that
remains to be seen. But these guys are special to me

unbelievable. The banter is through the roof," said sophomore

anyway."

forward Jon Clements while he was bursting with laughter at

Fairfield Mirror online for

are the only Fairfield athletic program to win a game in the

winning goal against Iona. Observing the twenty-two

student section was a sight to see.

Be sure to check out the
an exculsive highlight video
of the Stags victory.

